Life at the Top Chapter 1839
In every window was a man or woman, from young to old.
It also included the bosses of the top ten venture capital companies, the
five major domestic securities companies, the founders of private equity
firms, and the founders of large chambers of commerce and large
conglomerates. These people could be regarded as the top elites in
Somerland’s economic and financial circles today.
Everyone’s expressions were very heavy after Jasper briefly told them
what had happened.
No fools could participate in this conference. Everyone understood that
when the nest was overturned, with no egg left intact. No matter what
industry they were in and how good the relationship between them was,
no one could stay away from the tumultuous attack of the Wall Street
capitalists right now.
“Mr. Laine, everyone understands what
you said, but the question now is, what
does Swallow Capital think?”
The boss of Vast Mountain Capital asked.
“Right now, the heads of Swallow Capital should be in the same meeting
as us to discuss countermeasures. After that, they will definitely
communicate their plans with us accordingly. So, before that, you have the
right to know what is happening now. Please make preparations
immediately after the meeting is over so
that you will be prepared for the
upcoming stock market crash.”
Jasper’s words made the faces of the
people present more serious.
“Mr. Laine, has it really gotten to this stage?”

The boss of the country’s largest daily necessities group asked this
question. He was an industrial man and did not know much about finance,
so Jasper could understand when he asked such a layman’s question.
“Mr. Charles, I’ll put it like this. If we lose
this fight, your industry will become
abandoned factories tomorrow.”
Mr. Charles’ face changed when Jasper
said that.
He could not understand why his well run industry would suddenly
devolve into abandoned factories, but he understood the truth. There
were professionals that handle professional matters. If one did not
understand it, one should not question the opinions of professionals.
Besides, he did not dare to question what Jasper said.
“Once the stock market crashes, all listed companies in all walks of life will
be the first to suffer. Stock prices will plunge to the bottom and the
company’s market value will shrink, resulting in companies not being able
to obtain cash flow for production and operation. If a foreign company in
the same industry comes into the market and uses a lower price to
dominate the market, what capital and confidence do you have that can
beat those foreign companies?
“This is a big social and environmental
issue. This is why they say the country is
our home, and without it, we’ll be
homeless. If the country’s economy is
destroyed, we’ll become fools that others
can take advantage of. We won’t have any
room for resistance-none at all.”
After Jasper provided some further
explanation, he got the third question.
This question was from a rich man in
Waterhoof City, Quarterman.
“Mr. Laine, has JW Foundation ever

considered divesting from the United
States market and coming back to the
domestic market?”
Upon hearing the question, Jasper looked a
t Quarterman.
Quarterman was very low-key, but Jasper
knew that his son was not. Right now,
Quarterman Jr. was in his teens, and in
the future, he would be called the top
second generation of Waterhoof.
However, right now, his old man still
needed to politely address Jasper as Mr.
Laine.
“No,”
Jasper’s calm answer caused huge stormst o form in everyone’s hearts

